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This article will discuss the wisdom in amending the Rome Statute's definition of crimes against humanity to remove the state or organizational policy requirement. Section 1 will explain the state or organizational policy requirement (S/O policy) and will explore the regrettably reasoned case opinions regarding its abolishment, section 2 will examine the original intentions behind the requirement, section 3 will assert several arguments as to why the Rome Statute should be amended to remove S/O policy as a necessary element of crimes against humanity, and section 4 will respond to a series of common arguments made for keeping policy in the definition. The paper concludes that amending the Rome Statute to exclude the S/O policy requirement is a worthwhile and appropriate step towards preventing impunity for perpetrators of crimes against humanity.
In addition to advocating a specific change to the Rome Statute, this article also offers theoretical implications for international criminal law. One way to draw the line between national and international crimes is to argue that the latter emanate from some broader policy that necessitates international intervention. If, as argued throughout, this premise is false and some non-policy crimes deserve international criminal law classification, then what is and is not an international crime begins to unravel. Divining some more appropriate way to conceptualize an 'international crime' is beyond the scope of this article; unravelling will have to do for now.
DEFINING THE POLICY REQUIREMENT OF CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND WHY THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS NO LONGER REQUIRE IT
Under Article 7(1) of the Rome Statute, someone commits a crime against humanity when certain actions are committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population.
2 Article 7(1) goes on to list the actions that could give rise to a crime against humanity, including murder, extermination, forcible transfer of population, and persecution. 3 The widespread or systematic context serves to distinguish inhumane crimes handled exclusively by national jurisdictions from crimes against humanity, which is a category of international crimes. 4 To commit a crime within the scope of Article 7(1) the perpetrator generally needs to have had the intent and to have knowledge of the wider context. 5 The S/O policy requirement is an additional contextual requirement added in Article 7(2)(a). The requirement reads: '"Attack directed against any civilian population" means a course of conduct involving the multiple commission of acts referred to in paragraph 1 against any civilian population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack.' 6 The S/O policy can be inferred and need not be expressly stated under the jurisprudence of the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber (PTC) and the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 7 The ICC's official Elements of Crimes reveals that the state or organization has to 'actively promote or encourage such an attack;' 8 tolerance or acquiescence of the state is not enough. 9 The only time when the policy requirement can be met by a failure to take action is when there is a 'deliberate failure to take action, which is consciously aimed at encouraging such attack'. 10 The Elements of Crimes makes it clear that the policy requirement is not met if a state is unwilling to prosecute an offender for reasons other than encouraging the attack.
The policy of a 'state or organization' has been interpreted by the ICC PTC as being a policy 'made by groups of persons who govern a specific territory or by any organization with the capability to commit a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population'.
11 When Pre-Trial Chamber II applied this test, an S/O policy was deemed to have been met by finding that attacks were 'following the same pattern ', 12 and that civilians were 'regularly threatened'. 13 The recent landmark decision authorizing an investigation into the situation in Kenya discusses how the key is whether the group 'has the capability to perform acts which infringe on basic human values'. 14 These interpretations all imply a fairly intricate level of control by and cohesion within the 'state or organization'. The Kenya Decision gives a list of non-exhaustive factors as to what an organization looks like, 15 but it does not discuss the outer limits of what an organization could be. Looking at UN Convention language, the broadest definition of 'organization' that the ICC could look to is Article 2 of the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. 16 An organization there is 'any structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes', with a 'structured group' defined as being not 'randomly formed . . . and that does not need to have formally defined roles for its members, continuity of its membership or a developed structure'. 17 It is clear that under both the ICC 'groups of people' definition and the Transnational Organized Crime Convention there is no way in which a single person could qualify as an organization.
Prior to the ICC PTC decisions, the S/O policy requirement had been ignored in the recent ad hoc tribunal jurisprudence because, in what has quickly become one of the most famous footnotes in the history of international criminal law, the ICTY (ii) whether the group possesses, in fact, the means to carry out a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population; (iii) whether the group exercises control over part of the territory of a state; (iv) whether the group has criminal activities against the civilian population as a primary purpose; (v) whether the group articulates, explicitly or implicitly, an intention to attack a civilian population; and (vi) whether the group is part of a larger group, which fulfils some or all of the abovementioned criteria. Ibid., para. 93. But see ibid., para. 51 (Judge Kaul, dissenting) (arguing more narrowly that an organization should partake of some of the characteristics of a state The end result of surveying the law surrounding the policy requirement is a bizarre debate where the ad hoc tribunals are in broad agreement, on the basis of largely discredited reasoning, on the omission of policy from the CIL definition of crimes against humanity. Rather than delving beyond the scope of this article to make yet another attempt at resolving this issue, it is sufficient and reasonable to say that the conflicting authorities are revealing that there just may not be any customary international law on this point.
The S/O policy requirement's uncertain status in CIL begs the question whether an S/O policy requirement should be part of crimes against humanity. Before examining those arguments, it is worth looking at the history of the ICC's policy requirement to see why non-S/O crimes are almost wholly excluded from the Rome Statute.
THE HISTORY BEHIND THE S/O POLICY REQUIREMENT AND THE CONCERNS OF JURISDICTION OVER 'UNORGANIZED' CRIMES
The origins of the policy requirement stem primarily from concerns over the scope of crimes against humanity. At the Rome Conference, the debate over the scope of the contextual requirement of crimes against humanity split the conference into two groups: those who wanted jurisdiction over either widespread or systematic crimes versus those who wanted the requirement to be for widespread and systematic crimes. 26 The result is a compromise in which, in exchange for the disjunctive 'widespread or systematic', the policy requirement was added to placate this second group. 27 Although not explicitly described as 'policy', the International Law Commission's Draft Code of Crimes similarly demanded that a crime against humanity must be 'instigated or directed by a Government or by any organization or group'.
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The policy requirement was chosen from among a series of contextual elements that have been added to crimes against humanity since its beginnings in order to internationalize sufficiently this category of crimes. 'Crimes against humanity' was originally applied to fill a legal gap at the Nuremberg trials; the laws of war crimes or wars of aggression (then called 'crimes against peace') did not adequately cover the Holocaust, where Germans were perpetrating atrocities against their own citizens. 29 This large intrusion into state sovereignty has always led to cautious crimes against humanity definitions that made sure that the crimes at issue were of a type warranting international intervention. Older definitions of crimes against humanity have required that the crimes be committed in the context of armed conflict (called the 'war nexus' requirement) 30 or be committed with discriminatory animus. 31 The policy requirement was first codified in the Rome Statute, but Schabas has argued that policy had been implicitly used as an element of crimes against humanity as early as Nuremberg.
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Why was the policy requirement also not tossed into the dustbin with the war nexus and discriminatory animus requirements? As Schabas puts it, leaving 'widespread or systematic' as the only contextual factor for a crime against humanity 'has the potential to make crimes against humanity applicable to serial killers, mafias, motorcycle gangs, and small terrorist bands'. 33 The concern is that giving random or unrelated crimes the status of crimes against humanity adds to the mix crimes that should belong solely in national jurisdictions, which goes against the object and purpose of internationalizing the crime.
34
This policy requirement debate is indicative of a fundamental tension in the ICC itself, where the court is designed to have jurisdiction over the worst international crimes 35 but is also complementary to national justice systems. The ICC is designed to admit only those cases where the crimes are of sufficient gravity 36 and, under the complementarity principle, when states have either not prosecuted an offender or have been demonstrably unwilling or unable to prosecute. 37 Crimes such as murder and rape are serious in any context, but internationalizing them is unnecessary, because national justice systems are expected to take on cases where non-state actors commit crimes in opposition to sovereign values. 38 The general logic here is that the ICC's intrusion into state sovereignty is only warranted when the state or a large, powerful organization within the state perpetrates or encourages the attacks.
The logic makes sense, but the whole system breaks down if deserving crimes admissible under the complementarity and gravity requirements cannot be Schaack, supra note 29. 31 Cryer et al., supra note 4, at 192. 32 Schabas, supra note 23, at 960-2 (looking at Nuremberg precedents when analysing Kunarac's customary international law argument). 33 Ibid., at 960. 34 Ibid., at 982 ('Indeed, the existence of a State policy may be the best criterion in distinguishing between individual crimes that belong to national justice systems, and international crimes'). 35 Rome Statute, supra note 2, preamble. 36 Ibid., Art. 17(1)(d). 37 Ibid., Art. 17. Art. 17 allows for the court to assess the gravity and complementarity grounds on their own initiative, but they may not rule over a third admissibility check constraining the Office of the Prosecutor: the Prosecutor additionally may decline jurisdiction over a case when doing so 'is in the best interests of justice.' Ibid., Art. 53. prosecuted. The compromised language in Article 7 creates a crimes against humanity loophole, admittedly small but very real, where crimes well within the purpose of the ICC are non-justiciable because of the policy requirement.
WHY THE S/O POLICY REQUIREMENT SHOULD BE REMOVED

A policy requirement can lead to impunity
The following three hypotheticals are all crimes against humanity under ad hoc tribunal jurisprudence, but, because of the S/O policy requirement outlined in Rome Statute Article 7(2)(a) and the Elements of Crimes, are all non-justiciable in the ICC. The rogue general. A rogue general in country A gains control over a nuclear weapon using his insider access to military launch codes. He threatens to launch the weapon against his own country unless all Jews leave the state. As intended, tens of thousands of Jews are forcibly displaced from country A and the weapon is never fired. Country A is afraid to prosecute the rogue general because his action was so popular that a prosecution could start a civil war. The online terrorist. A terrorist mastermind from country A starts a blog on ways to exploit holes in country B's airport security. His motives are that a realized threat of another '11 September'-style bombing would lead to country B pulling its troops out of the Middle East. He does not know and does not directly communicate with anyone who reads his blog. On the basis of his advice, hijackers are able to capture several aircraft and destroy some large office buildings in country B. Tens of thousands of lives are lost on the basis of the mastermind's blog advice. Following the attacks the mastermind is located in country A. Wary of their capacity to handle such a complicated and expensive prosecution and fearful that their national would be tortured if extradited to country B, country A refers their situation to the ICC. The corporate hacker. A computer hacker in a large corporation in country A believes that his country can never truly prosper unless the country's political party B is destroyed. By secretly using corporate infrastructure he is able to hack into party B's government computer networks and capture important personal records of party B members. He then disseminates this stolen information widely on the Internet. As intended, massive identity theft occurs, bankrupting and otherwise disrupting the lives of hundreds of thousands of party B members. Country A knows where the hacker is in its territory and is aware of his crime, but the hacker has also tapped into country A's government computer systems. The hacker is blackmailing government officials with highly sensitive information; country A is unwilling to prosecute even though it strongly disagrees with the hacker.
Why the hypotheticals are not crimes against humanity
The rogue general, online terrorist, and computer hacker hypotheticals are all admissible crimes against humanity in every respect but for the S/O policy requirement. All are widespread or systematic attacks against civilian populations. All are attacks under Article 7(1): the rogue general is a situation of forced transfer of population, 39 the online terrorist is a case of murder, 40 and the computer hacker relates to persecution. 41 None of these crimes is committed pursuant to a state policy, as the rogue general's crime is not being promoted or encouraged by the state. All three crimes are committed by individuals who do not qualify as organizations under the ICC PTC test or the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. Gravity and complementarity are both met, but the Prosecutor cannot bring a charge of a crime against humanity because of the policy requirement.
Although no court has interpreted S/O policy in this way, it is possible that the relevant policy could come into existence as the attack unfolds. Such could be the case in the online terrorist hypothetical, where the plane hijackers are forming organizations with the requisite S/O policies even though the mastermind had no such policy in place when he instigated the crime. However, the Kayeshima trial chamber discusses how systematic attacks must be carried out pursuant to a 'preconceived policy or plan'. 42 Further, even if Kayeshima's language was distinguished or interpreted favourably, the other two hypotheticals would remain unresolved. The state enables the rogue general's ethnic cleansing under duress, but is not 'actively promoting or encouraging' the attack as required by the Elements of Crimes. The computer hacker's crime could unfold without any organization at all; like poisoning a water supply, 43 he merely sets up a chain of events and forces beyond his control do the rest.
Why the hypotheticals are not war crimes or genocide
War crimes cannot be committed unless there exists an armed conflict of either an international or non-international character. 44 None of the hypotheticals are occurring in the context of armed conflict.
Genocide is more relevant to the hypotheticals, as it is possible for a single individual to commit genocide under the ICC's Elements of Crimes. Every act of genocide under Article 6 of the Rome Statute either had to take place in the context of 'a manifest pattern of similar conduct or was conduct that could itself effect such destruction'. 45 The phrase 'manifest pattern of conduct' is basically inserting a policy requirement. 46 However, the phrase 'or conduct that could itself effect such destruction' is not qualified by any pattern or policy and leaves room for prosecutions against non-organized genocidal criminals. Unlike in Kunarac, the drafters of the Elements of Crimes seem to have made room for the ICTY case rejecting a policy 39 Rome Statute, supra note 2, Art. 7(1)(d). This conduct may also fall within the persecution provision. 40 Ibid., Art. 7(1)(a). requirement for genocide, Prosecutor v. Jelisi´c. 47 The Jelisi´c trial chamber discussed the theoretical possibility of a lone individual committing genocide, 48 and the ICC allows for that possibility.
However, genocide is highly difficult to prove and functions as a kind of 'aggravated crime against humanity'; 49 other elements of the crime doom all the above hypotheticals. First, genocide has a specific-intent requirement where the criminal must intend to destroy the targeted group 'in whole or in part'. 50 The rogue general lacks specific intent because he intends to ethnically cleanse his country rather than destroy the group; the notion that ethnic cleansing is not genocide has been accepted by both the ICC 51 and the International Court of Justice. 52 The online terrorist's wish to stop military action in the Middle East also fails on specific intent. Second, genocide only exists when the specific intent is to destroy four specific groups: ethnic, national, racial, or religious. 53 An intention to destroy a political or social group, such as a political party in the computer hacker hypothetical, is insufficient for genocide.
So what?
The hypotheticals are constructed to show how a very serious crime can evade ICC jurisdiction solely on grounds of the policy requirement of a crime against humanity. What is needed to expose the S/O policy loophole is (i) a crime against humanity of sufficient gravity in every respect except S/O policy; (ii) a state that is unwilling or unable to prosecute; and (iii) a crime that lacks the demanding intent requirements needed to meet the threshold for genocide. Every crime meeting these three criteria can be committed at will and the ICC is powerless to stop them.
But how often will this happen? Schabas described the notion of a lone g´enocidaire as an hypoth`ese d'´ecole 54 -a kind of scholarly constructed crime that is so remotely possible in real life that it can safely be ignored. One could argue that the above hypotheticals are comparably remote, but there are several problems with casually dismissing them. First, it would be one of the darkest days in the history of international criminal justice for even a single crime of such magnitude to be committed with impunity. Second, modern trends are moving in directions that make a nonorganized crime against humanity more and more possible: weapons get smaller and more powerful, organizations become less hierarchical and more nebulous. Third, the longer the loophole exists the more opportunity there is for clever criminals and their lawyers to disguise intentions 55 and craft crimes exploiting the loophole. Fourth, it is completely unacceptable for there to be any loopholes when it comes to crimes so massive that they warrant ICC intervention; jurisdiction for these kinds of crime should aim to be 'watertight and inescapable'. 56 Fifth, the International Criminal Court exists precisely to prosecute unfathomable crimes. Nobody could ever imagine anything like the Holocaust before it happened, but it still happened. Waiting until such a crime is committed before amending Article 7 would be to wait too long.
Removing the policy requirement resolves inconsistencies in the Rome
Statute The policy requirement makes Article 7 inconsistent with itself and creates disparate treatment of policy across the range of crimes in the Rome Statute.
First, S/O policy as qualified by the Elements of Crimes has nullified the disjunctive compromise reached in Rome, because widespread attacks also have to be sufficiently systematic in order to satisfy the policy requirement. Influential commentators such as Kevin Jon Heller have argued that the disjunction has little meaning in practice because proving policy means having to show systematic aspects to widespread attacks. 57 Kai Ambos and Steffen Wirth have also argued that Article 7, when combined with the language in the Elements of Crimes, amounts to 'deleting the "widespread" alternative from the Statute'. 58 As a counterpoint, Darryl Robinson emphasizes that the original idea was for S/O policy to require a lower evidentiary threshold and not just be a synonym for 'systematic'. 59 Robinson's explanation has the advantage of giving separate meanings to 'systematic' and 'policy', but distinguishing the terms only according to the extent of the evidence needing to be shown begs the question how the ICC could actually make such a distinction on a given set of facts.
The ICC PTC jurisprudence on this point has so far rejected Robinson's view entirely, and has confirmed the other scholars' comments that the policy requirement functionally removes the 'widespread' alternative from the crimes against humanity definition. The Katanga Confirmation Decision has interpreted policy as being a high 55 The Al Bashir PTC recognizes that a well-disguised genocidal intent should not be a barrier to prosecution, but it also acknowledges that the rarity of finding direct evidence of intent 'renders the establishment of the dolus specialis of genocide particularly difficult'. Bashir Arrest Warrant Decision, supra note 51, at para. 27. The PTC dismissed genocide charges against Al Bashir on grounds of specific intent; the decision was reversed on appeal for applying an erroneous legal standard and was remanded for a new determination. See threshold: the policy behind a widespread attack must nevertheless be 'thoroughly organised and follow a regular pattern'. 60 The attacks must also follow a 'common policy involving public or private resources'. 61 The standards the court is describing for 'policy' may look familiar; it is how the ICTR in Akayesu defined a 'systematic attack'. 62 The Bemba Confirmation Decision also looked to a 'system of attack aimed at creating a climate of fear' when ruling on the S/O policy requirement. 63 The PTC so far has indeed interpreted 'policy' and 'systematic' synonymously; the disjunctive language fought for at Rome has lost all meaning in the court's first cases.
Second, it is a nonsensical glitch in the court's jurisdiction that a non-organization can commit genocide, but not a crime against humanity, in the ICC schema. The language used in the aforementioned 'conduct that could itself effect such destruction' in the Elements of Crimes 64 made room for a lone g´enocidaire, even if the possibility of such a crime is remote. Schabas has stated that Jelisi´c had just as little authority for its lone g´enocidaire theory as did Kunarac in the crimes against humanity context; 65 why did the Rome Statute's drafters accept one analysis and not the other?
The most likely explanation for this inconsistency is that the drafters in Rome had no desire to disrupt well-accepted, previously negotiated language. When drafting the 1948 Genocide Convention, a state policy requirement was considered, 66 but ultimately did not make the final definition. Among the arguments made six decades ago for excluding such a requirement were that policy 'unduly restricted the concept of genocide' 67 and, although government complicity was an 'element' of genocide, it need 'not necessarily be a condition of its existence sine qua non'. 68 The 1996 ILC draft seems to have concurred with these arguments, or at least saw no need to renegotiate the 1948 definition, when they commented how their definition of 'the crime of genocide would be equally applicable to any individual who committed one of the prohibited acts with the necessary intent'.
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Even though exactly the same arguments made in 1948 and 1996 could apply just as easily to crimes against humanity as to genocide, the logic was not extended and no distinguishing explanation was presented. The ILC explains that isolated criminal conduct would not constitute a crime against humanity because 'it would be extremely difficult for a single individual acting alone to commit [a crime against humanity]'. 70 Is it not just as difficult for an individual to commit genocide as to commit crimes against humanity? Why does the ILC not take the same position on policy that it took six pages previously when discussing genocide? Regardless of what one thinks about S/O policy for genocide and crimes against humanity, the position on policy should be the same with respect to both crimes.
The genocide-crimes against humanity policy inconsistency could be resolved in two ways: either the crimes against humanity policy requirement can be removed from Article 7 or S/O policy can be made mandatory for both crimes against humanity and genocide. The former approach has the added advantage of distinguishing widespread attacks from systematic ones, and is therefore the preferred alternative.
Removing the policy requirement better allows the ICC to prosecute all
the worst terrorism crimes The online terrorist and computer hacker hypotheticals show that many cases that fall into the policy requirement loophole are going to be terrorism crimes. Terrorism was one of the crimes most difficult to omit when the Rome Statute was being drafted; it was not removed from the ILC draft statute until 1995 71 and, along with drug trafficking, had the most support for inclusion in Rome among all the 'missing crimes'. 72 Given 11 September and other serious terrorism crimes committed since the 1998 conference, it is possible that terrorism will eventually be added into the statute as a distinct crime.
However, another way of incorporating terrorism into the Rome Statute is to give a 'liberal interpretation of crime against humanity'; 73 abolishing the S/O policy requirement is clearly a liberalizing push in terms of the crime's definition.
Several reasons are advanced why terrorism was not included in the Rome Statute. Patrick Robinson summarizes this debate by concluding that terrorism was felled by (i) definitional concerns; (ii) time constraints on negotiations; (iii) the need to complete the treaty in Rome; (iv) misgivings over classifying terrorism as an 'international crime' rather than a 'treaty crime'; and (v) the fact that states have incentives to prosecute terrorists and prosecutions can happen more efficiently at the national level. 74 Despite the existence of several available terrorism definitions, 75 controversy was created over finding a definition that criminalized terrorism while respecting the fundamental right to seek self-determination. 76 The hypotheticals show that there is a limit to how far states may be willing to go to prosecute serious terrorism crimes, and removing S/O policy as a requirement for crimes against humanity creates an appealing balance between prosecuting terrorism and respecting self-determination. Fighting for self-determination demands protection under international law, but it makes sense to classify actions as crimes against humanity if the group's methods reach such a destructive level that the gravity and widespread or systematic thresholds are reached under the Rome Statute. The policy requirement would have to be removed to ensure that these thresholdcrossing crimes are prosecuted, as highly decentralized networks such as that of the online terrorist hypothetical run a significant risk of failing the ICC PTC's 'groups of persons' definition of an organization.
Removing the policy requirement can facilitate complementarity
It is easier for states to prosecute crimes against humanity effectively if they do not have the added burden of proving S/O policy, thus reducing the need for ICC intervention. Complementarity requires that states prosecute crimes as they are spelled out in the Rome Statute; the prosecutions have to be for 'crimes against humanity', not the murders, rapes, and so on that underlie the charge of crimes against humanity. 77 It is overwhelmingly likely that a national prosecution for crimes against humanity with an appropriate sentence will satisfy the ICC Office of the Prosecutor and the Pre-Trial Chamber for complementarity purposes, even if S/O policy is not in the national definition. 78 Needless to say, states could change their statutes to remove policy as a requirement without having to wait for an ICC amendment; many states have already done so. potential scandal. As regards the online terrorist case, the ICC Appeals Chamber has held that a self-referral satisfies complementarity in situations where no criminal investigations were ongoing. 81 The fact that national justice systems can generally handle these cases ignores the exceptional cases where they cannot, and the ICC is designed to handle cases of an exceptional character.
Removing the policy requirement infringes state sovereignty
Looking at the hypotheticals one can see how the kinds of situation where policy holds up prosecution are those where ICC members would actually be amenable to giving up some sovereignty. The ICC has always been a lightning rod for criticism, especially in the United States, because it both threatens state sovereignty and is an 'unprecedented attempt to check the power of the UN Security Council'.
82 Some countries are not and may never be ICC members, regardless of whether S/O policy is contained in the definition of crimes against humanity; the better question is whether current parties to the statute who already accept Article 7 would object to this extra intrusion into their sovereignty.
If a state is willing to cede some sovereign power to the ICC, removing the S/O policy requirement should not change their position. The only case where an admissible crime against humanity fails only because of the policy requirement is when states are not encouraging the crime against humanity but are otherwise unwilling or unable to prosecute. If they were helping the perpetrator or deliberately not prosecuting in order to encourage the attack somehow, then there would be a state policy! Given complementarity, gravity, and the widespread or systematic requirements, the only cases of crimes against humanity that currently turn on S/O policy are when states do not undertake prosecution against their will; it is unlikely there would be much resistance to giving the ICC authority over these cases.
Removing the policy requirement gives the ICC authority to prosecute
decidedly non-international crimes This is the 'serial killer argument' made by Schabas and given above. 83 The fear is that 'widespread' or 'systematic' is insufficient as a contextual element by itself because groups such as serial killers or events that are widespread, but random, such as crime waves, could trigger ICC jurisdiction if the S/O policy requirement were removed.
This argument ignores the fact that these kinds of crime would still be inadmissible for other reasons. It is overwhelmingly unlikely that a serial killer can ever last long enough to commit a 'widespread' attack on a civilian population, given that courts have interpreted 'widespread' to mean 'massive, frequent, large-scale action' or, if a single act, one of 'extraordinary magnitude'. 85 Unlike in the case of the hypotheticals, individual states have plenty of incentives to prosecute serial killers. Even if a widespread attack admissible under complementarity could be committed, it is difficult to conceive how a serial killer meets the gravity threshold intended by the Rome Statute. The PTC has recently endorsed a factor test for gravity where 'the issues of the nature, manner and impact of the [alleged] attack are critical' and a gravity analysis 'should not be assessed only [from] a quantitative perspective, i.e. by considering the number of victims; rather, the qualitative dimension of the crime should also be taken into consideration'. 86 Although this test may be subject to a future appeal, it is the only one to date that has not been overruled by the Appeals Chamber. 87 It is very hard to imagine that a lone serial killer would be able to satisfy the PTC's factor test when his acts are considered alongside the impact, scale, and 'qualitative dimension' of other crimes worthy of prosecution at the ICC.
Policy is a redundant check for keeping these uncontroversially non-international crimes out of the ICC. 88 Simon Chesterman describes how the policy requirement essentially reiterates a point on which everyone can hopefully agree: that isolated and random acts cannot amount to crimes against humanity. 89 Admissibility checks and prosecutorial discretion preserve this intention even without an S/O policy requirement. These crimes are still excluded, and serial killers are not going to The Hague in chains anytime soon.
Crimes falling into the policy loophole can be handled by a transnational
criminal law approach Another point worth mentioning is that the S/O policy loophole could potentially be closed by a transnational criminal law approach -that is, impunity could be resolved without ICC involvement by extraditing the perpetrator to a country that would be willing to prosecute. A transnational approach could thus resolve the impunity gap created by the loophole while maintaining the current definition of crimes against humanity.
However, a transnational approach applied to the above hypotheticals at best reaches the same result as removing the S/O policy requirement. First, all three governments in the hypotheticals know where the perpetrators are within their countries and are unwilling to prosecute them. These crimes are different from crimes such as drug-trafficking that lend themselves to co-ordinated transnational solutions. Second, a transnational approach assumes that another state is willing and able to get involved in prosecuting these cases. This may not reflect reality; it is a lot to ask of a state with no vested interest in a case to that it take it on despite the complexity, expense, and attendant security risks of such cases. In contrast, the ICC's sole function is to seek and prosecute persons 'for the most serious crimes of international concern'. 90 Third, arguing for a transnational approach in these matters is consistent with amending the Rome Statute. A transnational approach could indeed address these loophole crimes, leaving the ICC with an inadmissible case because of complementarity. There is nothing wrong with this result, but if this complete transnational harmony existed in real life then there would be no need to create the ICC, because it would never have an admissible case. The problem with the loophole crimes comes when no one else wants to prosecute them, and international criminal law should be designed to confront such a possibility.
Crimes falling into the policy loophole can be handled by creating new
ad hoc tribunals Another possible solution to the loophole is for the UN Security Council to create an ad hoc tribunal whenever this problem arises. The UN has done this several times in recent memory, but all the tribunals were necessary because the ICC lacked jurisdiction over the relevant crimes. The ICTY and ICTR both pre-date the ICC's creation, and the Special Court for Sierra Leone, 91 although created after the Rome Statute, was necessary because the relevant crimes were committed before the ICC's entry into force in 2002. 92 Assuming that the ICC continues to exist and functions well, creating new international ad hoc tribunals with jurisdiction over ICC crimes can too easily be harm disguised as good. One major reason for having the ICC is that it serves as a streamlining force for international criminal law; it is a place, as Chesterman once wrote, to resolve issues across courts by 'providing a firmer basis for a coherent jurisprudence'. 93 Making extra ad hoc tribunals just to cover S/O policy loopholes in crimes against humanity diminishes this streamlining effect. Further, creating ad hoc tribunals to close loopholes in the Rome Statute is inefficient; for every new tribunal new venues have to be found, new statutes negotiated, new codes of procedure drafted, and so on.
The most important reason for wanting ICC jurisdiction over every admissible international crime is the problem of what I call tribunal shielding. If the court's jurisdiction is properly triggered over a particular territory, 94 the ICC has authority to prosecute anyone from the relevant starting point going forward, regardless of the nationality of the perpetrator. 95 All sides are fair game for prosecution under the Rome Statute, and referrals cannot slice out jurisdiction over particular parties, 96 In contrast, when the Security Council creates an ad hoc tribunal it can carve up jurisdiction in ways that, depending on the wishes of the council and of its five permanent members in particular, can create selective justice. Tribunal shielding is when the UN creates an ad hoc tribunal for mixed motives, arguing legitimately that no proper domestic venue exists to hear the cases at issue while disguising a second intention: to craft justice in such a way that Security Council members and their allies are kept out of the courtroom.
The It is worth considering why an ICC referral does not seem to have been considered, despite the fact that the Secretary-General's report on establishing the STL considered and briefly presented a prima facie case that the bombing and connected attacks rose to the level of a crime against humanity. 99 A debate in the Security Council, referenced although unpublished, resulted in the exclusion of crimes against humanity from STL jurisdiction. 100 If crimes against humanity are present on these facts, then the absence of an ICC referral or at least an international tribunal with broader jurisdictional grant is suspicious. Needless to say, the United States would almost certainly use its Security Council veto over any tribunal that could lead to Israeli leaders facing criminal prosecutions for war crimes or crimes against humanity.
It is not yet known if the category of crimes against humanity was not added to the STL statute because the Security Council found crimes against humanity to be irrelevant on these facts, because the ICC's widespread or systematic element was not met, because the policy requirement was not met, or simply conveniently to avoid the question of why the jurisdictional grant was sliced so thinly. Perhaps time will tell just what happened at the STL negotiations, but the relevant point here is that a narrow crimes against humanity definition makes it easier for the Security Council to dismiss the ICC option and to engage in tribunal shielding.
The hypotheticals are crimes of enormous magnitude and the ICC was painstakingly negotiated to handle just these kinds of case. Every exception made of this nature, which means that the court cannot access it, diminishes the institution, creates opportunities for selective justice, and opens up a Pandora's box that comes with new ad hoc tribunals having overlapping jurisdiction with the ICC.
Removing the policy requirement cheapens crimes against humanity
Ronald Slye and Beth Van Schaack call this a 'semantic inflation' argument, where ordinary crimes are given the label and corresponding stigma of international crimes, blurring the distinction to the point where the term 'international crime' loses its content.
101 Even if they are never going to be prosecuted at the ICC, the concern is that if groups like Hell's Angels can commit crimes that satisfy the elements of crimes against humanity, then that cheapens a category of crimes originally designed to prosecute Nazis at Nuremberg for the Holocaust. Putting aside the fact that the S/O policy requirement may not actually succeed in excluding motorcycle gang crimes from crimes against humanity (such crimes can be interpreted as being in furtherance of a gang's organizational policy), this is perhaps the most worthy argument for keeping a policy requirement.
Two points need to be made. First, the category of crimes against humanity has become progressively broader over the years and, despite its Holocaust beginnings, customary international law and Article 7 now give this label to a much larger variety of behaviour. As time passes 'crimes against humanity' have had to broaden in scope to encompass new behaviour, and requirements once deeply embedded, like the war nexus, have been abandoned. 102 The original necessity for applying 'crimes against humanity' after the Second World War was that it would serve as a kind of 'gap filler' for international criminal law. 103 In fact, there was so little historical precedent at Nuremberg for charging crimes against humanity that the war nexus was created to 'strengthen its legality by connecting crimes against humanity to the more established notion of war crimes'. 104 When the category of crimes against humanity is seen in this historical context, as a backstop to prevent impunity, then removing the S/O policy requirement seems less like cheapening these crimes and more like the next evolutionary, gap-filling step taken by 'crimes against humanity'.
Second, it is unfair to dwell on the expressive disadvantages of removing the policy requirement while not recognizing that expressive advantages exist as well.
The hypotheticals are all well-deserving of the status and stigma associated with crimes against humanity; all three examples involve tens of thousands of lives being ruined or destroyed. Focus in particular on the online terrorist hypothetical, which is essentially a copycat of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United States. Is it semantically satisfying to say that a repeat performance of a decade-shattering terrorist attack is not a crime against humanity? Is that what we want to say?
Fears over semantic inflation are certainly defensible, and no one can deny that 'crimes against humanity' has been hyperbolically attached to a lot of conduct that clearly does not rise to the level deserving the label 'international crime'. However, these fears should not prevent conduct deserving of the label from being designated as such. More importantly, 'crimes against humanity' should not be defined so narrowly that even one crime that looks like the hypotheticals can be committed with impunity.
CONCLUSION
Despite all the criticism levelled at the assessment in Kunarac of the policy requirement, the court has it right for the wrong reasons. The unlikelihood that a crime falls into the policy loophole is more than offset by the backlash and legal chaos that is risked if even a single crime were to find it. Removing the policy requirement from crimes against humanity allows for every individual perpetrator of admissible crimes to be tried at the ICC, be it for crimes against humanity, genocide, and/or war crimes. There is a satisfying symmetry in that result.
Perhaps the likeliest result of this debate is that, rather than overriding the strong academic forces that wish to retain S/O policy in Article 7, the ICC judges will stretch the definition of 'organization' into oblivion should a loophole crime ever come up. This result solves the impunity issue, but the result is similar to changing Article 7: the policy requirement becomes abrogated by interpretation rather than by amendment. The difference between either form of abrogation is small, but so long as the policy requirement exists there is always the risk that the judges will choose to give it legal content. Abrogation by interpretation is also problematic because Article 121 of the Rome Statute envisions amendments being exclusively within the purview of the Assembly of States Parties. 105 The international community should not have to desire that a rule be ignored so that justice is done. Article 7 should be amended consistent with ICC procedure under Article 121 106 to remove the policy requirement. The remaining definition would be that a crime against humanity exists when anyone commits the statutorily specified acts as part of a 'widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack'.
